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Higgs flavor-conserving dilepton decaysHiggs flavor-conserving dilepton decays

Data on the flavor-conserving channels

  h → e+e

   
   

    h → τ+ τ

     

For comparison, the SM predicts

(h  e+e) ≈ 5.3  ×  10‒9

(h  +) ≈ 2.19  ×  10‒4

(h  τ+ τ) ≈ 6.3 %

The SM predictions are consistent with the data.

1410.6679

1406.7663, 1410.6679

ATLAS-CONF-2015-044
CMS-PAS-HIG-15-002
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Higgs flavor-changing dilepton decaysHiggs flavor-changing dilepton decays

 CMS results

(h   τ) = (h  + τ) + (h   τ+ ) = 

(h   τ) < 1.51 %  at 95% CL 

(h  e τ) < 0.7 %  at 95% CL    

(h  e ) < 0.036 %  at 95% CL       

ATLAS results

(h   τ) = (0.53 ± 0.51)%

(h   τ) < 1.43 %  at 95% CL     

(h  e τ) < 1.04 %  at 95% CL    

A naive combination of ATLAS & CMS numbers yields  (h   τ) = (0.73 ± 0.31)% 

The minimal SM predicts no lepton flavor violation     
The tentative h  τ hint would be new physics evidence if confirmed by upcoming data.

1604.07730

1502.07400

CMS PAS HIG-14-040
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Minimal flavor violationMinimal flavor violation

The standard model has been successful in describing the current data on 
flavor-changing neutral currents & CP violation in the quark sector.

This motivates the hypothesis of minimal flavor violation for quarks: 
Yukawa couplings are the only sources for the breaking of                  
flavor & CP symmetries.

Effective field theory approach with MFV.
   

It's interesting to extend the MFV idea to the lepton sector

This may offer extra insights into the origin of neutrino mass

But there are ambiguities in implementing leptonic MFV.

We consider an effective MFV scenario involving the type-I seesaw 
mechanism with degenerate heavy right-handed neutrinos.

MFV is imposed in both the lepton and/or quark sectors.

This could also work with the type-III seesaw case.

Cirigliano et al.

Davidson & Palorini
Gavela et al., 2009
He, Lee, JT, Zheng

. . . . . . .

Chivukula & Georgi
Hall & Randall

    
 

Buras et al.
D'Ambrosio et al.
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Flavor symmetry in scenario with right-handed neutrinosFlavor symmetry in scenario with right-handed neutrinos
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Flavor spurion combinations for MFV operatorsFlavor spurion combinations for MFV operators

Colangelo, Mercolli,Smith

Casas & Ibarra
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Effective Lagrangian with MFVEffective Lagrangian with MFV

The effective operators need to be invariant under the flavor rotations and SM 
gauge symmetry.

    

If MFV is also imposed in the quark sector, it has an analogous Lagrangian. 

generalized from
D'Ambrosio et al.

Cirigliano et al.
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MFV contribution to dilepton Higgs decayMFV contribution to dilepton Higgs decay
He, JT, Zheng, 1507.02673
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Leptonic Yukawa couplingsLeptonic Yukawa couplings

     

                                MFV Lagrangian
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Constraints on leptonic Yukawa couplingsConstraints on leptonic Yukawa couplings

Indirect limit from new MEG data      → e      

    

From LHC data on  h →  +, +

   

CMS data on  h →  

CMS data on  h → e , e 

1502.07400

CMS PAS HIG-14-040

1605.05081

Goudelis, Lebedev, Park
Blankenburg, Ellis, Isidori

Harnik, Kopp, Zupan
Dery et al.
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Numerical exploration for lepton YukawasNumerical exploration for lepton Yukawas
He, JT, Zheng, 1507.02673
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Numerical resultsNumerical results

    
|τ|/|eτ| ~ 10 or more, consistent with CMS h → eτ, τ  results

The  and ττ predictions are testable with future collider data

MEG II may probe the   → eg  predictions more stringently

He, JT, Zheng, 1507.02673
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Grand unification with MFVGrand unification with MFV

In grand unified theories, quarks & leptons appear in the same representations.

In the Georgi-Glashow GUT based on the SU(5) gauge group

Ellis & Gaillard

Grinstein et al.
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SU(5) GUT with MFVSU(5) GUT with MFV

The effective new-physics Lagrangian contributing to h  f'f  need to be symmetric 
under the flavor group SU(3)5SU(3)10O(3)1 and also SM gauge invariant.

     

   

   Grinstein et al.
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Yukawa couplingsYukawa couplings

    Yukawas

Grinstein et al.
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An interesting caseAn interesting case

∆q1 contributing, the other ∆s absent

These contributions are determined mainly 
by the CKM parameters & quark masses
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ConclusionsConclusions

Experimental quests for charged-lepton flavor violation offer excellent 
probes for many models.

We have explored the flavor-changing decays of the Higgs boson into 
charged leptons in the MFV framework based on the SM extended with 
the addition of right-handed neutrinos plus effective dimension-6 
operators and in its SU(5) GUT counterpart. 

The non-GUT framework involving the type-I (or type-III) seesaw 
mechanism can accommodate the recent tentative hint of h →  τ from the 
LHC with  (h   τ) ~1 %  if the right-handed neutrinos have nontrivial 
couplings to the Higgs boson.

In the SU(5) GUT case, there can be instances in which  (h   τ) ~1 %  is 
achievable with contributions depending mainly on known quark 
parameters and the predictions on other lepton-flavor-violating 
processes, such as   → e ,  are potentially testable by upcoming 
searches.
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